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1. Introduction
Warning: this tutorial is a draft and may contain incomplete or incorrect information.
This is a tutorial for those who are new to analysing seismograms from floating seismometers or Mermaids1 that have been developed by Geoazur (Hello et al., 2011; Sukhovich et al.,
2015) and OSEAN2 . At the same time it provides a User’s Guide for much of the software
that is publicly available3 and tailored to the case of a Mermaid experiment.
In order to interpret Mermaid seismograms, or plan for Mermaid experiments, it is useful
to know some essential characteristics of the instrument. In what follows, I shall stick to
practicalities. Those of you who wish to learn more about theoretical aspects should consult
the references that I give, in particular the book that I wrote about seismic tomography
(Nolet, 2008) and which I shall refer to simply as Breviary.
1.1. What are Mermaids ? Mermaids are ‘Lagrangian floats’, drones that cannot be
steered but move with the ocean current at a pre-specified depth, and that are equipped
with a hydrophone to collect seismograms. Typically, there is a high-pass filter at 0.1 Hz
and sampling and on-board analysis is done for data sampled at 40 Hz, though transmitted
signals are downsampled at 20 Hz.
The onboard computer continuously analyses the signal – which by the way is why seismic
Mermaids need far more batteries than oceanographic floats. Once the signal amplitude
exceeds a certain level (as measured by the short-term to long-term ration or STA/LTA),
the processor goes into high gear and produces a wavelet decomposition, a sort of ‘bar code’
that can be compared against the code for various noise sources and that of a seismic P
wave. Using a sophisticated algorithm (Sukhovich et al., 2011), it determines a probability
that the signal is due to an earthquake. Depending on the value of that probability there
are three options:
(1) For a low probability, the Mermaid takes no action and returns to its normal surveillance mode, computing STA/LTA.
(2) For a high probability, the Mermaid will come to the surface. Once at the surface
it will immediately seek to contact GPS satellites to (a) determine its position
and (b) measure clock drift. It then contacts the Iridium satellite system for data
transmission in quasi-real time.
(3) For intermediate probabilities, the Mermaid will store the seismogram in memory
for later transmission at the next surfacing.
The user can set a high-pass filter for the STA/LTA and define several parameters that are
used by the Sukhovich algorithm. These settings can be changed at every surfacing since
communication with the Iridium satellites is two-way. This may be necessary to adapt
1

Mermaid: Mobile Earthquake Recording in Marine Areas by Independent Divers
http://www.osean.fr/pdf/osean_oceanographic_profiler_V1.pdf
3
https://www.geoazur.fr/GLOBALSEIS/MM/Software.html
2
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Figure 1. Example of a surface ghost
that follows the direct P wave after 2 s.
Dots indicate seismogram samples at
the (transmitted) rate of 20 sps. The
time axis is such that t=100 s is at the
time the STA/LTA algorithm triggered,
but in reality this is 432.5 s after the origin time (∆ = 37.05◦ ).

to local noise characteristics and avoid too many false triggers. In a recent Galapagos
experiment with nine Mermaids, about half of the transmitted signals were false triggers4.
1.2. Acoustic seismograms. Since hydrophones measure pressure fluctuations, they are
only sensitive to acoustic (P) waves. In theory, S waves can convert to P at the ocean
bottom, but so far no reliable S-P converted waves have been identified and we cut the
time window much shorter so save energy (and $$) used for transmission to the satellite.
However, we did observe high frequency Rayleigh waves at short distance from the ridge in
the Indian Ocean.
A typical drift is at 1500 m depth, but good results have also been obtained by floats
cruising at 700 m in the shallower regions of the Mediterranean. At smaller the depths,
the pump spends less energy which leads to longer life time for the batteries. But as one
gets too close to the surface the noise increases and the signal strength decreases. Since the
surface is a boundary with zero pressure, the optimal depth for a P wave is at a quarter of
its wavelength where pressure is maximal (unless the quake is very local, the P waves travel
almost vertically in the water column). Thus, for a P wave of period 4 s and a water sound
velocity of 1500 m/s, 1500 m is the optimal depth. For local seismicity with high frequency
P waves, the drift depth could be much smaller of course.
Since the P wave reflects from the surface, a ‘ghost’ signal follows the P wave, with
reversed polarity. As a rule of thumb, for a Mermaid drifting at depth h meter, the ghost
follows after 2h/1500 s (i.e. after 2 s for a float at 1500 m). depending on the dominant
period of the P wave, this will either change the waveform, or be visible as a separate arrival.
In the latter case the ghost provides a strong indicator for the correct identification of an
onset. An example is shown in Figure 1. The dominant frequency of the P wave is 1 Hz,
which allows the ghost to be separate from the direct arrival.
4

OSEAN is working on a new option that allows for the retrieval of specified time windows from memory,
such as to obtain seismograms missed by the algorithm. This will allow users to be more struct with the
parameter setting, and may reduce the number of false triggers.
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Figure 2. Histograms for surface and abyssal drift from nine Mermaids floating between May 2014 and
April 2016 near the Galapagos islands.

From the individual samples, which are separated by 0.05 s, one can see that despite the
noise it is possible to pick the (upward) onset with an uncertainty of one or two samples,i.e.
with a precision better than 0.1 s, at t=96.9 (the time axis here is still relative). Note that
a possible (negative) onset might have been identified at t=95.5 s, but this can be discarded
as noise because it is not followed by a ghost after the expected time of 2 s.
1.3. Mermaid drift. One needs to distinguish between abyssal drift at depth, and surface
drift. The latter is dominated by the wind and may be very variable. In our experience,
the abyssal drift is also turbulent, but on a much larger time scale. The abyssal drift is
generally a few km/day (Figure 2). Near Galapagos, the median drift measured over more
than 1000 surfacings was 4 km/day.
The surface drift is generally much faster. Since the density structure of the water
column inhibits the transfer of kinetic energy, this surface drift is confined to the mixed
layer. Below the mixed layer (in the pycnocline), the density of the water increases rapidly,
and temperature decreases. The depth of the mixed layer varies with the season and is
larger in winter (see Figure 3)5.
1.4. GPS locations. When the Mermaid arrives at the surface it will establish its location,
and the clock drift, by GPS. Ten minutes later it will again take its position with GPS, so
that the surface drift can be measured directly. While the Mermaid remains at the surface
for data transmission, it will then get a GPS position about every twenty minutes. You
can inspect the position files (named mxx pos.txt, e.g. m26 pos.txt for Mermaid m26) to
see if GPS contact was successful. In very rare cases (heavy storm with high waves) it may
5

Figure 3 courtesy Giorgiogp2, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=
11537057
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Figure 3. Depth of the mixed layer as
a function of season. Top: boreal winter, bottom: boreal summer.

take time for GPS to be established or the first location may be erroneous. If there is such
an error it is easily identified by plotting locations labeled ‘GPS’ from the position file.
Note that all other locations in the position file (labeled ‘Descent’, ‘Event’ or ‘Ascent’ are
inter- or extrapolated values, not original GPS locations). Use program readmfiles.f90
to construct a ‘awk’-able file with GPS locations.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/c7/Mixed_layer_depth.png
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Note: in the mxx stages file, ’Descent init’ signals the start of the piston to be retracted.
It takes about 15 minutes for this to complete (see the time indicated by ‘Piston retracted’).
The time marked ‘Descent’ in the mxx pos files equals the ‘Piston retracted’ time, but the
depth of the float is by that time already several tens of meters below the surface.
The depth of the Mermaid is accurately recorded by a pressure sensor and stored in the
SAC header. This allows for very accurate ‘station elevation’ corrections (in this case the
elevation is negative, unless the reference interface for the delays is chosen to be the ocean
bottom instead of sealevel).
The SAC files that we distribute also have an interpolated geographical location for the
Mermaid at the time it recorded the event. This interpolation uses a standard depth of
50 m for the mixed layer and assume a constant drift velocity. If you wish to check on it
(e.g. to see if the linear extrapolation was justified), or do your own interpolation based
on a more precise drift velocity profile, check the position file; note that ‘Ascent’ in the
position file marks the moment the Mermaid arrives at the surface.
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Figure 4. Equivalent time errors due
to epicentral distance errors for the
Mermaid at the time it recorded a seismogram, from Joubert et al. (2016).

For events that triggered an immediate surfacing, the extrapolation usually results in a
correction of a few hundred meters in the Mermaid location, with an error that is difficult
to estimate but that is likely an order of magnitude smaller.
Even if the location corrections are in error, mislocations will have only a minor or even
completely negligible effect on the accuracy of seismic tomography. Since the voxels in
a model parameterization are usually two or three orders of magnitude larger than the
mislocation, the resulting error in the tomographic matrix by ray trajectories that are a few
hundred meters off is completely negligible.
But mislocations also cause an error in the delay, since the observed time will be compared
with a theoretical time at the wrong distance. If the error in the distance is δ∆, the
equivalent time error δte is equal to


dT
δ∆
δte =
d∆
The slowness dT /d∆ of a P wave that enters the mantle is below 0.13 s/km, and at distance
of 80◦ it is already below 0.05 s/km. Also |δ∆| is only equal to the actual location error if
the mislocation is in the direction of the raypath, normally it is smaller. Even an error of
a kilometer is thus likely to result in an equivalent time error below 0.1 s.
Joubert et al. (2016) calculate δte as a function of δ∆ for the full range of distances.
Their results are shown in Figure 4. For events that did not trigger an immediate surfacing,
errors may be larger. Joubert et al. (2016) used different interpolation schemes to estimate
the resulting error, and found that 2/3 of the differences between linear and smooth Bezier
interpolation are less than 500 m. The largest errors for such interpolated events are when
the Mermaid’s drift experiences a sharp turn. This may happen near a coastline or near
a significant change in bathymetry such as caused by a ridge, but is easily recognized by
plotting GPS longitude and latitude as a function of time (use readmfiles.f90 for that).
1.5. Mermaid clock drift. In out experience so far, the clock drift varies from 0.01 s/day
in the Mediterranean, where the water temperature is relatively constant, to 0.1/day in
oceanic waters with more variable temperature differences between the surface and the
deep water. It is corrected for automatically by synchronizing with GPS. In the distributed
data from the earliest Mermaid test runs, some records still have timing issues that need
to be verified manually. For details see https://www.geoazur.fr/GLOBALSEIS/Usage_
Recommendations.pdf
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Figure 5. An example of the onset of the P wave from an earthquake of magnitude 6.2 in Japan (distance
85◦ ) shows the absence of very high frequencies. The record for Mermaid 35 in the Mediterranean is
compared to that of nearby Geoscope land station SSB. Seismograms are lined up at t = 1 as the predicted
time for model AK135. Samples are 0.05 s apart. The Mermaid shows a delay of 1.05 ± 0.05 s, station SSB
1.30 ± 0.05 s. Time ‘OFFSET’ is in seconds since origin time. The low noise level in this case is exceptional
for a Mermaid.

2. Picking an onset
This section contains some essential background that is needed if you wish to know what
you are really doing when you try to pick an onset!

2.1. Onsets and ray theory. The onset of a P wave is – by definition – the earliest
arrival of energy. It therefore satisfies ray theory (see Breviary, section 2.9). This means
that the sensitivity of the Earth to the arrival time is limited to an infinitely narrow ray
that satisfies Snell’s law of diffraction, just as in optics. If that sounds a little suspicious
to you because infinitesimal properties do not exist in nature, you may be right. In fact,
ray theory assumes infinite frequency, such that the onset is unambiguous. But the effect
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of finite frequency on the onset time has been the subject of much misunderstanding, even
among highly respected seismologists6.
In reality, teleseismic P waves rarely have much energy above 2 Hz. An example is shown
in Figure 5. This means the ‘onset’ starts gradually rather than abruptly, and it takes time
to build up the full amplitude. If there is a little bit of noise, the first few samples will
drown in that noise and any picks will be late. This was studied by Wielandt (1987), who
also showed that, for the same noise level, the picking error is larger for positive than for
negative delays (a phenomenon known as the ‘Wielandt’ effect). However, for fast arrivals,
Wielandt was really picking the diffracted arrival, not the ray-theoretical arrival (see section
2.4).
Stark and Nikolayev (1993) also analyzed the effect of noise and concluded that the pick
– or rather the pick error – is frequency dependent. The theoretical onset itself, however,
adheres to ray theory even if the error is frequency dependent, and we have no choice but
to model it with ray theory (see Breviary section 7.6). The upshot of this is that picking
errors depend strongly on the noise level. However, even for a low-frequency P wave with a
dominant period of a few seconds and therefore a very ‘emergent’ onset, this picking error
is usually below 0.5 s. For low noise records, we find it is often possible to pick an arrival
time with an accuracy of 0.1 to 0.2 s, or even better as in Figure 5.
2.2. Mispicks. A much more dangerous situation, with larger errors, arises from ‘mispicks’:
sudden changes in pressure (or the ground velocity) that are misidentified as onsets. This
can happen if the spectrum of the early part of the P wave and the noise spectrum overlap:
for an onset to be visible the P wave has to have a sufficient signal-to-noise level at high
frequency. Shallow quakes of large magnitude especially, may have a spectrum that overlaps
with that of microseismic noise, and even for magnitudes Mw  6 the noise may be the
stronger of the two at teleseismic distances, depending on the wind conditions.
The SAC command spectrogram may be very helpful in deciding how much overlap
exists between the noise, the onset of the P wave, and the P wave coda.
One way to identify mispicks is to line up seismograms of nearby Mermaids, and correlate
the P wave coda if this is of higher amplitude. Such correlation is best done ‘by eye’ since
large noise will usually wreck a common cross-correlation effort in SAC. The line-up can be
done on provisional picks or even a priori on the theoretical onset, using commands such as
xlim a -20 a +20 to limit the time window, sort gcarc to sort on epicentral distance,
and p1 rel to plot as lineup in SAC. Note that the Mermaids need to drift approximately
at the same depth, and bathymetries cannot differ too much for extended waveforms to be
comparable, since reflections influence the P wave coda.
If a lineup does not solve an ambiguity, and if two or more possible onset picks are widely
separated, one strategy is to feed them both to the inversion program and let the program
decide which one to throw away as an ‘outlier’ judging from the misfit after a first inversion
6

A common error is to apply finite frequency theory – or ‘banana doughnut kernels’ – to onsets, even
though these kernels are specifically designed to model the frequency dependence of delays measured by
cross-correlation.
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attempt (for this to work well, the time separation should be twice the outlier level). The
tomography software suite distributed by the GLOBALSEIS project 7 allows the user to
specify an outlier level (usually 3σ).
2.3. Combining Mermaids and land stations. If there are any nearby island stations,
they may be included in a line-up, but care must be taken to compare Mermaid pressure
signals with the velocity response of GSN stations. In theory, the signals are proportional
since both are a derivative of the vertical displacement uz :
∂uz
P =κ
∂z
for the pressure, assuming vertical incidence and incompressibility κ (cf. Breviary eq. 2.10),
whereas for the vertical velocity vz we have:
∂uz
∂uz ∂z
∂uz
vz =
=
=c
∂t
∂z ∂t
∂z
where p
c is the sound velocity in the water. The proportionality factor between P and vz is
c/κ = 1/ρκ ms2 kg−1 .
For obscure reasons, the SAC files distributed for the first generation of Mermaids recorded
negative pressure. This counts for all data in the Mermaid data portal from before 2017.
Their polarities must thus be reversed before making a comparison with velocity seismograms.
In practice it is a bit more complicated. For a Mermaid at 1500 m depth, the P wave is
followed by a ghost reflection off the surface after 2 s. Since the water surface is a boundary
where the pressure atmospheric, hence is practically zero, the reflected pressure wave must
cancel the incoming wave and therefore has the opposite polarity of the incoming P wave.
For a very sharp onset this should not pose a problem, since both phases are separately
visible.
But for an emergent onset the addition of a ghost after such a short time represents
essentially another time differentiation (since we record P (t) − P (t + ∆t) with ∆t ≈ 2 s, or
−∆t · dP (t)/dt, in a finite difference approximaton), and thus would result in signals being
each other’s Hilbert transform (90 degrees phase shift). One way to avoid any problems
with comparisons is to add an artificial ghost to the island station record with program
addghost.f908 and to correct for the instrument response of the Mermaid in SAC with the
transfer command and the poles and zeroes included in the tar file, e.g.:
TRANS FROM POLEZERO S sacpz TO NONE FREQ 0.08 0.12 3.0 4.0, and for the GSN station using the same frequency bands:
TRANS FROM EVALRESP TO BBVEL FREQ 0.08 0.12 3.0 4.0.
2.4. Source time signal. Sometimes the source time signal starts with a weak foreshock
that almost drowns in the noise, but is followed by a main shock that is easier to pick. If
you are sure you can pick the same signal in each seismogram, you may get more precise
7https://www.geoazur.fr/GLOBALSEIS/Soft.html
8The alternative, ‘deghosting’ of the Mermaid seismograms with a truncated filter of infinite length, risks

to be anticausal or unstable and to affect the onset.
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Figure 6. Example 1: a deep earthquake of magnitude 7.8.

readings if you pick the later shock. Any offset in origin time can be corrected by giving
the origin time a large prior uncertainty in the tomographic inversion.
Such late signals should be visible on every seismogram to be reliable. Waveforms between
Mermaids may differ because of the ghost reflection, but also because of heterogeneities
that sometimes cause multipathing, which also give rise to later arrivals. These are however
highly variable between Mermaids and should not be confused with complexity in the source
time function itself.
If the ray crosses a low velocity zone, it is possible that the diffracted wave, which bypasses
the zone, arrives first and is followed by an onset of the direct wave. The diffracted wave
is generally emergent, since diffraction works better for long wavelengths (low frequencies),
and the direct wave is usually much sharper. Since the tomographic inversion will be based
on ray theory, you must pick the sharp onset, not the emergent arrival even if it arrives
earlier.
Similarly, depending on the radiation pattern, it may be easier to pick pP than P, though
this does not happen often. For the core phase PKP, you may have a choice between the
ab, bc and df branches, and care must be taken not to mix them up, especially between
140◦ and 160◦ distance.
2.5. Polarity of the onset. Moment tensor solutions may be used to predict the polarity
of the onset. A Fortran program pltamps.f90 is provided to do this for both P and pP. If
you know the polarity, it may rule out some possible onsets.
However, in my experience it is imperative to check the accuracy of the theoretical prediction against the observed polarity in land stations with high signal-to-noise ratio. The
moment tensor elements are generally representative for the low frequency P wave, whereas
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we are looking at the high-frequency end of the spectrum. Differences between the real
Earth and the model used to determine the source orientation may lead to differences in
the angle at which the high-frequency P wave leaves the source. Small differences in such
angle may lead to large differences in the geographical location where a teleseismic ray returns to the surface. For crustal earthquakes, differences in real and assumed source depth
may also influence the prediction. Quite often this leads to observed patterns of polarity
that may differ strongly from the prediction. Yet these predictions are useful e.g. to give
an indication whether Mermaid polarities should be the same or whether there is a chance
that the nodal plane crosses the network of floats and differences may exist.

3. Some examples
The first example is an easy one. The earthquake is strong (M 7.8) and the onset sharp.
Epicentral distances range from 117◦ to 131◦ . This is where the cd and df branches of PKP
almost coincide, but since PKPcd has very low amplitude we may assume this is PKPdf.
No filtering is needed to pick the onset. The time difference between the earliest (Mermaid
21) and the latest delay (Mermaid 19) is 0.6 s, well exceeding the picking errors.
The second example shows a shallow earthquake at regional distance (14 − 20◦ ) with
magnitude 6.1. The weaker magnitude makes the interpretation uncertain with an increased
danger of ending up with mispicks. The onset in PAYG has been chosen to arrive with a
delay of 3 s but is very emergent and rather uncertain. We prefer this arrival over the
stronger downswing that has a large delay of about 7 s, since Mermaids 19, 22 and 23 all
seem to show a weak downswing that precedes a larger upswing. The upswing arrives at
a time that it will be reinforced by the ghost for the Mermaids, which may explain why
it is larger than the first upswing following the PAYG onset. A look at the geographical
location of the Mermaids (Figure 8) shows that they are all rather far from PAYG, but
that the same negative onset of PAYG appears in the stations west of PAYG. The onset
in Mermaid 21 is supported by the change in frequency content, which is very visible if
plotted with spectrogram in SAC (not shown). The onset in Mermaid 26 is not clear since
a microseismic wavetrain with very much the same amplitude is arriving at the time of P.
Note that a second large positive maximum amplitude follows the downward onset after 8 s
in all but Mermaid 26 and is also visible in PAYG (and therefore probably not influenced
by ghost energy).
The first two examples represent end members in terms of ease of picking. The third
example (Figure 9) has magnitude and distance similar to that that of example 2, but
with a crucial difference: the depth is 227 km, and the P wave contains significantly more
energy at higher frequency. In this case we were able to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio
significantly with the filtering program filterms.f90.
A little wiggle that arrives about 1 s earlier than the picked phase in Mermaids 19,20,25
and 26 as well as in PAYG (which has not been filtered) may represent complexity at the
source, i.e. a small foreshock, but we chose to pick the largest energy phase, as discussed
in section2.4.
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Figure 7. Example 2: An earthquake of magnitude 6.1 at regional distance.
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wavemap. Red dots indicate the Mermaid locations but also the predicted
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Finally, Figure 10 shows a quake of magnitude 6.7 at intermediate distance. Again the
presence of high frequencies for this deep (602 km) event makes it easy to pick.
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Figure 9. Example 3: A teleseismic earthquake of magnitude 6.2.
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Figure 10. Example 4: An earthquake of magnitude 6.7 at intermediate distance.
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4. Installing Mermaid software
Apart from the instructions given below, do consult the source texts, since they provide
many additional comments that may be helpful in case you encounter problems. Some
programs have hardwired file locations that need adapting.
Rather than working with Makefiles which I find usually unreadable, I have a simple
home-made script g7 that compiles Fortran programs.
• create directory for the software source and go there.
• Download the software distribution (a tar file named MermaidSoft.tar.gz) from
https://www.geoazur.fr/GLOBALSEIS/MM/Software.html into that source directory.
• untar the distributed software file: tar -xvf MermaidSoft.tar.gz
• edit script g7 if needed. In particular:
– Make sure you have the same Fortran compiler as the one specified in g7 (default: gfortran)
– Make sure you have a bin directory for executables that matches the one in g7
(default:$HOME/bin).
– Make sure you have the SAC library sacio in the same location as specified
by saclib in g7, or edit this line.
– You need not worry about other options in g77 such as Ratfor or numrep as
long as you do not use them, since CompileAll does not use these.
• you probably do not need to edit script CompileAll, but have a look at it anyway;
if you change the default location of the file ISCevents from $HOME/data/events
(which will be created if it does not exist), you also need to edit cfevents.f90,
qinfo.f90 and the script UpdateISCevents to reflect the chosen location.
• run script CompileAll
You also need to install FetchData, FetchEvent, SAC and GMT manually on your system
if these are not already present (they should be at most seismological institutions!).
• FetchData from http://service.iris.edu/clients/
• FetchEvent from http://service.iris.edu/clients/
• SAC from http://ds.iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/software/downloads/sac/ or, if
your institution is not allowed a download, try G. Hellfrichs version for Macs on
https://members.elsi.jp/~george/gh.html
• GMT version 5 or higher from http://gmt.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/gmt/
wiki/Download. Note that the gmt scripts, as well as programs wavemap.f90 and
gmtseis.f90 use MacOS’s Preview for plotting. On a Linux system you must
change the statement open -a “Preview” to ghostview or ghostscript.
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5. Mermaid Data preparation and analysis
In this section we essentially present a checklist of steps for an efficient analysis of the
data. See it as a starting point for a data analysis protocol that you may wish to edit to
your own taste.
5.1. Preliminaries. This sequence of commands assumes:
• You have the following scripts and programs operational on your system: allsettm,
autoselect, cfevents, fetchgsn (or, for Galapagos: fetchgal1 and fetchgal2
or fetchgal3), fillPtime, gmtPrad, gmtsmallPrad, julian, mkppk, mkppx,
mmproc, msact0, mvsac, mvsacm, pltamps, rdapf, searchCMT, updateISCevents,
viewall, wavemap
• You have GMT (version 5) installed on your system (see http://gmt.soest.hawaii.
edu/)
• You have SAC installed on your system (see http://ds.iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/
software/downloads/sac/)
• That sac data for mermaid nn are in directories $MROOT/mermaidnn/[un]identified/
sac/ with names having date & time information like m19.20150315T233532.sac
(you need to specify MROOT by editing script ∼/bin/autoselect).
• There is a write-enabled scratch directory on your system named /tmp for use by
autoselect.
• There is an event file /Users/guust/data/event/ISCevents that can be read by
program cfevents (this file can be made up to date with script updateISCevents.
Modify this script and cfevents.f90 if the event file is elsewhere.
• In the same directory there is a file CMTcatalogue that can be read by searchCMT.f90.
Modify program searchCMT.f90 if the file is elsewhere. Update the CMTcatalogue
regularly from http://www.ldeo.columbia.edu/~gcmt/projects/CMT/catalog/
NEW_MONTHLY/
• And (for the Globalseis project) a file GSeventlist. Modify the file name in
rdapf.f90 such that it numbers events as you wish them for your own project.
• You have (perl) scripts FetchData and FetchEvent from http://service.iris.
edu/clients/ and program mseed2sac, also from IRIS, working on your system.
(The URL is http://ds.iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/software/downloads/mseed2sac/).
5.2. Checklist for data retrieval and processing. The following scripts do everything
to get both Mermaid data and nearby FDSN station data grouped by event directories,
and let you pick onset times. Since it copies files, the original Mermaid data files are not
affected. Run these from the directory where you wish the event directories to be located:
 Run autoselect to create event directories YEAR.DAY.HRMN (e.g. 2014.201.0923
for an event on Julian day 201 in 2014 at 09:23 UTC), and to copy mermaid files for that
event there, as well as file quake with quake info. If two events are close in time and each
has P or PKP phases arrive in the time window covered by the Mermaid file, autoselect
may pick the wrong event from file ISCevents and you must edit quake by hand before
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running fetchgsn (this is rare but it does happen). Note that cfevents.f90 has a lower
magnitude cut-off of 4.7; if the Mermaid has recorded a local event of smaller magnitude
you must edit quake by hand. Or edit subroutine getprobability in mod cfev.f90 if this
happens too often. Script fetchqk can be used to retrieve all small events for one particular
day from the IRIS data center.
 From directory YEAR.DAY.HRMN, run fetchgsn to get some GSN/FDSN data for
the event you wish to process.
Galapagos only (at Geoazur): FDSN stations are hardwired in program fetchgal which
you can call without argument. To get the data from the national network stations in
Ecuador as well as some OBS’s, mount nfs://lipsi/campagne/Equateur and/or nfs:
//lipsi/adn/ecuador and run script fetchgal1 which uses fetchgal2 (if necessary after
editing it for the correct directory).
 Run mmproc (no arguments needed) to set zero time to the origin time, fill all headers
with the same quake information (from quake) and pointers for compressional wave arrivals.
This script also runs searchCMT (with arguments: year month day [hour])to get the source
mechanism, and pltamps followed by gmtPrad to inspect the radiation pattern and spot
possible polarity changes across the stations ( you may need to change the coordinates that
are input to pltamps to suit your region).
mmproc also calls viewall which calls up SAC plots of all GSN seismograms. As soon as
you are in SAC, type macro mview. Every time SAC responds with ‘Pausing’, simply push
the Enter button. You can then type an ‘a’ to accept the seismogram, or a ‘j’ (for reJect)
to mark the seismogram for removal (into a directory Rejected seismograms), by running
the script weedsac that is created by viewall after you have gone through all seismograms.
If for some reason you wish to interrupt the scanning type ‘q’. At the end viewall calls vi
so you can approve or edit weedsac. It then runs weedsac to move rejected seismograms
into a subdirectory Rejected/. You can always put them back in the parent directory if
you wish.
mmproc runs wavemap on the remaining seismograms so that you may compare the waveforms with the polarity predictions for P given in radP.pdf and for pP in smallPrad.pdf.
(this helps you identify the correct onset polarity if noise is high). ALWAYS first check the
reliability of the moment tensor by comparing P wave polarity in low noise GSN stations
before accepting these plots as reliable predictors. There are often large differences.
 Run mkppk to compose a SAC macro makppk that lets you easily do the onset picking
with SAC’s ppk command. If this is called without any argument, we assume you select
the P phase (’A’ in the SAC header), if not give it with the desired phase as coded in the
SAC header, e.g. for PKP:
mkppk t0.
Whereas mkppk will select all mermaid and GSN files present in the directory, a similar
script mkppx allows you to define your own SAC files. This must always be called with the
phase as first argument, followed by a list of SAC files, e.g.:
mkppx P m10.sac m19.sac PAYG.00.SAC.
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 Start up SAC and type macro makppk. You may wish to edit the first few lines in
makppk to let SAC behave to your taste (e.g. extend the window). Now click on the onset
(the first time you may have to type ‘L’ to list the picked time, but usually just clicking
will do it).
 Once you have picked all seismograms, run rdapf P (or rdapf PKP if you picked PKP
waves). This creates a file add to datafile.P which has the right format to be read by
raydata2, the first of several programs in the tomography suite. (You shall need to combine
all such files in a bigger file that defines the ray at the start – see the documentation of
raydata2).
So far we have treated a typical analysis for an event that gave a good enough signalto-noise ratio that onsets can be picket without much ado. In the following I describe a
number of tricks that can be used to pick onsets at lower signal-to-noise ratio.
5.3. Low signal to noise ratio records. .
 If the microseismic noise is high, you may wish to line up the mermaid seismograms
in SAC, using a command sequence such as:
qdp off
xlim a -20 a +20
r mm[0-9][0-9].sac
rmean
sort gcarc
p1 rel
You can also include nearby GSN stations in the read statement. The pressure response
of the Mermaids are proportional to the velocity response of GSN stations, so that no
instrument correction is needed. However, the Mermaids have a ghost. If all Mermaids
float at (say) 1500 m, the ghost influences the waveforms the same way and arrives after
2.0 s. For a GSN station, you can artifically add a ghost with program addghost.f90 so
that the GSN waveforms should also be very similar to mermaid waveforms.
Such waveform comparison may help by lining up the P wave coda if that has a better S/N
ration than the first onset. For a PKP wave, you shall wish to use xlim t0 -20 t0 +20,
for a pP wave xlim t1 -20 t1 +20.
 You also may wish to read in problematic seismograms one by one and play with
commands xlim and ylim for blow-up, try dif to highlight sudden changes in dP/dt (or in
acceleration if a velocity seismogram), int to undo dif, play with the high-pass filter hp,
or run filterms with different cut-off frequency fmax from within SAC (see below for a
description of this program).
 If you have second thoughts about a pick and redo it, use mkppx which will create a
new makppk. If for some reason you wish to add to the APF file without using makppk, be
sure to open it with oapf name, then run ppk for example on a newly filtered seismogram,
and make sure the APF file is closed by typing capf. You can always remove erroneous
onsets from APF by hand and rerun rdapf.
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 If the same event has both P and PKP, analyse seismograms with P first, then save
the APF file as APF.P before creating a new APF file for PKP.
From here on, most processing is routine (hopefully...), and you are advised to write scripts
and SAC macros that do what you want done repeatedly, to minimize errors or omissions.
5.4. Other considerations. Pay attention to the wave polarity when you pick – this may
prevent picking different parts of the wave. It is best to identify the true onset, in which case
the travel time satisfies ray theory. If you decide to pick the first maximum or minimum, this
should be corrected for the effects of attenuation which tends to delay the maximum with
increasing distance, while scattering and diffraction may cause delays that are not predicted
by ray theory (ideally you then use the finite frequency kernels given in Breviary , equation
7.31). However, sometimes the source time function is characterized by a small foreshock
that is difficult to pick, wheres the main rupture occurred after one or more seconds. If
that is not ambiguous, it is good policy to pick the main onset in all records (the difference
in origin time can be accounted for in the tomography inversion by allowing for an origin
time correction with a large prior uncertainty).
While the centroid moment tensor does not always give a correct prediction for a high
frequency onset, it should always be studied as a guide and deviations from it should at
least be correlated, not random. wavemap allows you to plot the P wave arrivals on a map
for comparison. It can be called without arguments if you wish to plot P. The records to
be plotted should be given in a file named in.wavemap (one is created by mmproc), e.g.:
ls m[0-9][0-9].sac [A-Z]*.00.SAC > in.wavemap
wavemap
You can tell the program to deviate from default plotting parameters by providing a file
wavemaprc in the same directory that has lines of the form:
parameter x
where parameter can be ‘phase’ [x must be given but is ignored, e.g. ‘phase 1’. It must be
followed by a line with a,t0,t1, etc, the SAC header variable].
Other options are:
amp x [where x is the max amplitude in cm], or
tlen x [where t is the length of the seismogram in seconds starting at phase-tlen/2],
tmin x [where tmin is the start in sec before phase],
tmax x [where tmax is the stop in sec after phase],
lon1 x [fixes map lower longitude at x],
lat1 x [fixes map lower latitude at x],
lon2 x [fixes map upper longitude at x],
lat2 x [fixes map upper latitude at x].
For example:
phase 1
t0
amp 2.0
tmin 15
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tmax 10
If you wish to judge the response of the crustal layers, Moho and (optional) the ocean, try
program crustresponse.f90. It computes vertical displacement at the surface if the top a
layer is solid, or pressure at the Mermaid depth as well as displacement at the seabottom if
the model has an ocean.
5.5. Filtering of microseismic noise. Sometimes filtering helps to increase signal-tonoise ratios and recognize the true onset. For events close by, or near the PKP caustic at
145◦ , it is often sufficient to do a high-pass filter in SAC to see the onset sharp and up close,
e.g.:
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC

>
>
>
>

hp co 1
xlim 70 110
oapf name
ppk

Since microseismic noise can be extremely confusing, a good thing to try is program
filterms to filter out microseismic noise. The call is for example:
filterms m26.sac
Which can also be done from inside SAC, so one can immediately pick from the filtered
signal, e.g.:
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC

>
>
>
>

filterms m26.sac
r flt.m26.sac
xlim 80 110
ppk

By default filterms removes (in the time domain so as to avoid filtering artefacts)
the microseismic frequencies up to 0.4 Hz. It determines the amplitude and phase of the
microseismic frequencies, under the reasonable assumption that for low S/N ratios these
dominate in the spectrum over the P wave. The filtering will not change a sharp onset of
the P wave, i.e. as long as the P wave has significant energy at frequencies above fmax. If
the P wave contains such higher frequencies, the onset will show up better.
But you may have to deviate from the default to get best results. The full call to filterms
is:
filterms SACfile [fmax [windowlength [pickupdelay]]
Possible, but a bit dangerous, is to limit the time window over which the microseismic noise
is estimated. If you stop this a few seconds before the P wave, any energy in the P wave
that overlaps with the microseismic band will not be involved in the amplitude and phase
estimation and will not be effectively removed. For example, if you decide that the most
bothersome noise is around the 0.07 Hz peak but much less near 0.2 Hz, you can lower
the maximum frequency for the microseisms to be removed (default 0.4 Hz) to 0.1 Hz by
calling:
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filterms m26.sac 0.1
Generally changing fmax is all you wish to do. However if for some reason you do not
wish to interfere with the P wave itself, you may try to limit the time window over which
microseisms are fit, e.g.:
filterms m26.sac 0.4 93
will fit amplitude and phase of microseisms up to time t = 93s, assuming you suspect
the P wave onset a few seconds later, e.g. near 98s. Microseisms can be stationary over
several cycles, so a microseismic wavetrain arriving just before P will still be filtered out by
extrapolation, but the sudden phase change brought about by the P wave was not implicated
in the filter design and can still show up. Note that we kept fmax at its default value of 0.4
Hz in this case since it must be specified. If the SAC variable ‘A’ is filled with the predicted
P wave time, the a call with negative time such as:
filterms m26.sac 0.4 -5
will stop the window 5 seconds before ‘A’. Be careful with the windowing option, since it
may introduce a change at the specified stop time, since after than microseisms are not fit
optimally. This change can be misinterpreted as an onset if you are not careful. You can
also simply exclude a window of length ‘pickupdelay’ around the P wave, e.g.:
filterms m26.sac 0.4 -5 15
But this is subject to the same warning for misinterpretation.
If you see the increased signal amplitude indicating a P wave arrival but are in doubt
about the onset of it, try first to see if the dominant P frequency differs from that of the
noise preceding it. For example, if the noise preceding it has a dominant period of 4s,
but two peaks in the P wavetrain are only 3s apart, set fmax in between the two, e.g. at
1/3.3=0.3 Hz.
You can also use the SAC fft command on parts of the signal; to figure out where in the
spectrum P wave and noise are best separated. Use the cut command to read in only that
part of the signal for which you wish to estimate the spectrum with fft.
Be aware that the end of the time window may show up as a sudden change (since it is
there that the best fit to the microseismic noise stops) and should not be read as an ‘onset’ !
Another trick is to use the SAC dif command to differentiate - this amplifies a sharp
onset. It can be done on the original record or on the output of filterms.
The following SAC macro mm is useful to reset SAC whenever you go into a new YEAR.DAY.HRMN
directory and wish to get a quick view of the records, cat the contents of file quake and
give a listing of epicentral distances gcarc:
cat quake
r *.sac
xlim off
ylim off
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title " "
fileid type list kstnm gcarc
color off
sort gcarc
setbb c1 &1,kzdate
setbb c2 &1,kztime
title "%c1 %c2"
p1
Keep this in the parent directory. If you call it once with its name (m ../mm), then SAC
remembers so whenever you type m it is executed. Note that you can change directories
from within SAC (e.g. cd ../2015.002.1013) and that tabbing is possible so if there is
only one directory 2015.002.* then cd ../2015.002<TAB> will get you there.

